The Paper
Airplane Guy

Animal Tales
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a paper aircraft. The glider, named “Suzanne” after Collins’ wife, flew 226 feet, 10

This awesome program will inspire students’ creativity, encourage more reading,

inches before gracefully making its way into history.

widen their consciousness, nourish there imagination, make them more compassion-

rowing up with six brothers, John Collins got really good at folding paper

nimal Tales is a live animal educational program that brings your students’ favor-

planes. “Anything you can beat your siblings at is good,” he says. But he didn’t

ite animal characters from their most beloved books to life with live animals!

just beat his siblings. In 2012, Collins set the world record for the farthest flight by

ate and help them achieve their dreams. As Dr. Seuss said, “The more you read, the
Now that John has accomplished his world record goal he has decided to go back

more things you will know. The more you learn, the more places you will go.”

to his roots: education. He studied origami and aerodynamics and put those skills
to use designing spectacular planes that perform tricks. He came up with a design

The presenter will take the students on a fun and exciting reading journey by explor-

for a boomerang plane that loops through the air and returns to the launcher, a bat

ing books such as Warriors, Pete the Cat and The Little Critter Series. The assembly

plane that eerily flaps its wings as it glides through the air and many more – all for the

will also include classics like, 2018 John Newberry Medal winner Hello Universe,

purpose of entertaining young audiences while he educates. The Paper Airplane Guy’s

Peter Rabbit, Charlotte’s Web and The Jungle Book. The details of the lesson pro-

45 minute show demonstrates a wide variety of aerodynamic principles: lift, drag,

gramming and the selected books will vary and be tailored to be grade appropriate.

gravity, wing loading, control surfaces, dihedral angle, theories of lift, stalls, Canard

Every performance will showcase several live animal ambassadors and relate them

design, scale effects, glide ratio, sink rate and the crazy cool secret of the world record

to the characters in the books, while the presenter teaches your students about ani-

plane. Twenty-four of John’s original designs provide real proof for the theories, plus

mal-human relationships, empathy and compassion, natural history and geography.

a whole lot of fun.
If you’ve never seen a paper airplane flap its wings, flip over and fly upside down, spin,
circle, loop or stay aloft for minutes, it’s time you invited The Paper Airplane Guy!

“We have never had an assembly with
such a lasting impact at our school.

“This was the assembly of my kiddo’s

Our students loved actually being

dreams! We had just finished a unit

able to create examples of the STEM

on Charlotte’s Web and Khoreen

based principals our staff is stressing

(the presenter) did an incredible job

all the way to testing season. John

of literally bringing the concepts to

set his records with paper airplanes

life! Please let us know when we

and then helped us to set a school

can do it again.”—Librarian, Las

record on our state assessments!”

Vegas, NV

—Principal, Brooklyn, NY
“Bringing this show into my school
“Another hit from The Bureau of

decisions I have made in a while.

about how this was their favorite

Students and staff alike went out

assembly in years and have never

of their way to thank me and tell

seen their students so eager for sci-

me how much they loved the show.

ence class to start. John even made

I have to say that I even enjoyed

me feel like a kid again. In fact, my

the surprise on the students faces

office manager caught me making

as each new story and animal was

one of his planes after the show. “

revealed. Thanks.”—Principal,

—Principal, Los Angeles, CA
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was one of the most popular

Lectures. My staff kept talking

Winston-Salem, NC
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